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Dear all,
we are in the 2nd project year of our BioSmartTrainee project, which brings together research and the training of
the young scientists. The training is based on 6 main pillars: Fellow projects, Training Schools, Cluster Meetings,
Local doctoral training, Secondments and elaboration of Individual Career Development Plans. These modules
are strongly linked to each other and provide excellent opportunities for training for research fellows. It is
important that the supervisors are in close contact with the young researcher and use feedback provided by fellows to further
improve the content of the modules.
The main focus of the 2nd Training School are on novel concepts of the synthesis of interactive and adaptive polymers at surfaces
and interfaces, biological adhesion and multi-scale mechanics problems as well as industrial challenges in adhesive materials
design, training in the AFM colloidal probe technique as well as in soft skills such as writing of scientific manuscripts, patenting,
and making a good presentation. Considerable portion of the program of the 2nd Training School held at the Leibniz-Institut für
Polymerforschung Dresden e.V is planned for discussions between fellows and lecturers, supervisors, fellows in the in order to
deepen the networking between all project participants.
The 3rd Training School will take place at CNRS/ESPCI, Paris in September 2017 with the main focus on the testing and evaluation
of adhesive properties of developed materials. Its OUTLOOK is published at the BioSmartTrainee webpage (agenda coming soon).
2nd year of BioSmartTrainee will be finalized in September 2017 and will be evaluated by the European Commission during the
Mid-Term Meeting. The steps to prepare a successful meeting are already under
processing.
I would like to take the chance and say thanks to all consortium members for their
BioSmartTrainee-Poster is available
research and training work at an excellent level in a highly professional way.
(page no. 2)
With best wishes, Alla Synytska
The new poster informs about the
fellow's research work, their synergies
and industrial perspectives.
at Leibniz-Institut für Polymerforschung Dresden e. V. (IPF)
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EVENTS
- PROJECT MEETINGS 22 Mar 2017 Administrative Meeting,
IPF Dresden
May/June 2017 TELCO
11 - 12 Sep 2017 Mid Term Meeting,
CNRS/ESPCI, Paris

- TRAINING COURSES © Martin Nettling BY

AGENDA at page no. 6

Outlook:
TRAINING SCHOOL 3 at CNRS/ESPCI,
Paris, 13 - 15 Sept 2017
The Training School 3 as originally
planned will focus on the testing and
evaluation of adhesive properties.
Since adhesion testing is a destructive
test involving the mechanical response of soft materials, there will be
some basics on polymer physics and
mechanics and in particular on
rheology and entropic elasticity it will
have courses on the design of adhe-

sive tests, the interpretation of the
results at the molecular scale and
macroscopic scale.
This will be completed by some
courses on simulation methods and
principles.
There will be also a short practical
course on underwater adhesion testing for the ESR.
The transferable skills courses will
focus on funding schemes, proposal
writing, licensing part II and bibliographic search methods.

13 - 15 Sep 2017
Training School 3 at CNRS/ESPCI, Paris

Further information
are available at:

www.biosmarttrainee.eu
NEWSLETTER CONTACT
Sandra Martinka
phone: +49 351/4658-599
fax:
+49 351/4658-98599
mail:
martinka@ipfdd.de
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ESR PROJECTS

ESR 3: MARCO DOMPÉ
project:
Bioinspired underwater
adhesives using complex
coacervation

ESR 1: MARJOLEIN SLIEPEN
project:
Responsive polymeric surfaces with controllable
underwater adhesion
properties
The controlling of adhesion to wet and
contaminated surfaces as well as a
rational design of underwater adhesives
remains highly demanding. Nature offers
a number of ideas, which may help in
developing of materials with controlled
adhesion under these conditions. For
example frogs and mussels, which
demonstrate remarkable adhesion
properties in wet environment, can be a
source of such inspiration. Therefore, the
ultimate goal of this strongly cooperative
project is to develop nature-inspired
polymeric-based systems, which can be
utilized as smart glue under water.
Polymeric brushes will be used as a model
system to obtain information about the
polymer interface interactions. We
address key questions about molecular
origins of adhesion as well as their
correlation to chemical functionality,
polymer architectures, surface charge,
structural and topographical features and
elasticity of materials. We use a unique
combination of complementary physicochemical, spectroscopic methods as a
powerful tool for the thorough functional
analysis and understanding of properties
of interfaces. The knowledge obtained
from studying these model systems can
be applied to rationally design hairy
hydrogel-based particles, which are more
suitable for large scale applications.
Adhesive properties will be studied by
Atomic Force Microscopy, where forcedistance curves give valuable information
about the adhesion between a probe and
a surface on a microscale. With the
utilization of the colloidal probe technique, more exact information about the
adhesion is obtained since the geometry
of the probe is known, and a larger
interaction area is formed. Different
types of colloidal probes can be utilized,
such as probes with different elastic
moduli, or with different chemistries. By
probe tack testing, the adhesion on a
macroscale can be determined. This part
of work will be performed in collaboration with ESPCI Paris.

ESR 2: MARIA VILLIOU
project:
Bioinspired medical
adhesives
Critical points in the development of novel
medical adhesives are attachment in wet
environments and the tissue-specific
mechanical properties. The design of
tissue adhesives with wide application
ranges requires biocom-patible chemistries with adjustable interfacial and
cohesive strengths.
We aim at developing mussel-inspired
biomedical adhesives with adjustable
interfacial strength and cohesive properties by using catechol chemistry.
Introducing small substituents in the
catechol group, we will provide additional
properties to our material (i.e. reversibility
for positional readjustment or degradability). Incorporation of regenerationsupportive signals into the degradable
glue will promote the healing process.
Our experimental work will include
chemical synthesis of the different
functional units; formulation of the glue
composition for adjusting initial viscosity
and curing kinetics, rheological study of
the curing kinetics and final mechanical
strength, and evaluation of the adhesive
performance on different tissue types.
Cell experiments for the evaluation of
biocompatibility and degradation kinetics
are also planned. The potential of the glue
to be printed with ink-jet or extrusion-like
bio printers will also be characterized. In
cooperation with surgeons, in vivo
experiments will be attempted.
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In this project we are trying to mimic the
ability of the sandcastle worm, an
underwater organism: it manages to
create its own shell secerning an adhesive
which can connect sandgrains and
biomineral particles collected underwater. This adhesive is stored inside the
sandcastle worm in form of a complex
coacervate. Complex coacervation is a
phenomenon which takes place when
two solutions of oppositely charged
polyelectrolytes are mixed together:
phase separation takes place so that two
phases are present, a dilute phase which
is mostly water and a polymer concentrated phase which is called complex
coacervate.
Our aim is to synthesize a material holding
the same adhesive properties underwater, but with a better mechanical behaviour, so that it could be used in the
biomedical field (soft tissue repair, wound
closure..).

ESR 4: FRANCISCO J. CEDANO
project:
Underwater adhesion
between model gels and
functionalized surfaces:
from molecular interactions to macroscopic
adhesion
Understanding how hydrogels adhere to
solid surfaces when fully immersed in
water would help for a broad range of
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applications such as tissue engineering,
drug delivery systems or medical
adhesives.1 Although many cases of good
macroscopic adhesion have been
reported no unifying picture has yet
emerged to quantitatively describe and
predict it from molecular interactions.1–3
Adhesion based on molecular electrostatic interactions is a promising
approach despite the high dielectric
constant of this medium2,4, and recently, it
was found that it works clearly better
than H-bonds interactions, in particular
when hydrogels are adhered at swelling
equilibrium. 5 In this project, model
polyelectrolyte hydrogels are selected for
an exploratory study of underwater
adhesion between a positively charged
thick hydrogel (mm) and a negatively
charged hydrogel thin film (nm).

Working principle of flat-flat contact test between hydrogel (mm) and a hydrogel thin
film (<1µm).

This systematic study seeks to control and
predict the adhesion energy of hydrogels
on solid surfaces when using this type of
molecular interactions. A recently
developed experimental setup specifically adapted for testing underwater
adhesion of soft materials is used to
perform adhesion tests in flat-flat
geometry.3
1
2
3
4
5

N. A. Peppas and J. J. Sahlin, Biomaterials, 1996, 17, 1553–1561.
H. Abe and Y. Hara, Chem. Lett., 2014, 2013–2015.
G. Sudre, L. Olanier, Y. Tran, D. Hourdet and C. Creton, Soft Matter, 2012, 8184–8193.
H. Tamagawa and Y. Takahashi, Mater. Chem. Phys., 2008, 107, 164–170.
J. Macron, Université Pierre et Marie Curie (UPMC) Paris VI, 2014.

ESR 5: MEHDI VAHDATI
project:
Adhesive properties of
injectable hydrogels
While adhesion in air (dry conditions) is a
long established domain, adhesion to
wet or immersed surfaces remains a
major research challenge. One area
where this pressing need has arisen is
achieving adhesion under physiological
conditions (in body fluid, mucus, blood,
etc.). Injectable hydrogels going through
a sol-gel phase transition in response to
external stimuli (pH, ionic strength,
temperature, etc.) are one of the
promising candidates to serve this
purpose. This means they are flowable
aqueous solutions below body temperature, but form a gel once injected into
body. Their key advantages extend from
minimal invasion (for patient's comfort)

to high water uptake and resemblance to
body Extra-Cellular Matrix, among
others. Moreover, they can be designed
to serve one or several purposes, such as
carrying bioactive molecules, cells, or
drugs by simple mixing prior to injection,
stimulating tissue regeneration, or
creating adhesion. The aim of this work is
to design thermoresponsive injectable
hydrogels based on copolymers with a
versatile chemistry to produce viscoelastic sticky gels
that perform as
adhesives upon
injection into
body.

ESR 6: VAISHALI CHOPRA
project:
Adhesion of bioinspired
micropatterned adhesives
on soft substrates.
The last decade has seen, significant
developments in the field of bio-inspired
adhesion technologies. Now, the focus of
research is shifting towards tuning this
adhesion. In essence, the interest lies in
addressing switchability and conformability of these adhesives in order to gain
precise control over their functionality. In
this perspective, electrically tunable
adhesion or electroadhesion is a
promising technology, as it can enhance
adhesion forces. In combination with van
der Waals mediated
adhesion from microfibrillar structures; it
additionally allows
one to handle single
fibrils selectively.
PDMS micropatterned pil-lars on
Higher precision in
interdigitated electrodes.
control will open possibilities to diversify
into flexible, electrically switchable,
biomedical applications such as skin
adhesives. Within the scope of this
project, the idea is to use the expertise
from the existing technology on electrostatic chucks and combine it with gecko
inspired structures to observe and record
the improvements in adhesion. Steps will
be taken to optimize the building blocks
of this device such as electrode design,
microstructure patterning, and material
properties of the dielectric.

ESR 7: JUSTINE TAVERA
project:
Functional polymers and
l a t exe s p a r t i c l e s fo r
improved adhesion on
fouled surfaces
In 2015, the pressure-sensitive adhesive
(PSA) market was evaluated to worth 7.87
billion USD, by 2026 it should worth 15.76
billion USD because of growing demand
from several industries such as electronics, automotive, construction and
packaging. Moreover, PSAs should meet
the various and specific demands of the
clients, the chemistries evolve and
innovative products emerge thus
adhesion in wet environment is an
upcoming topic for adhesive technologies.
It is in this new dynamic that PSAs with
improved adhesion-cohesion performances on fouled surfaces (dew,
plasticizers, contaminated surfaces…) are
designed using emulsion and/or solution
polymerization techniques. These
systems are inspired by nature and
consist of new polymer architectures and
particle morphologies associated with
polyelectrolyte complexes.
The parameters governing the stability
and viability of the dispersions are now
understood and the adhesive properties
need to be optimized.
The relationship between the chemistry
and the physical performances is thus investigated using shear,
peel tests, and probe
tack measurements.
https://www.dispersionspigments.basf.com/portal/streamer?
fid=753152

ESR 8: KI WOONG
(VICTOR) KANG
project:
Biomechanics of animal
adhesion in wet environments
Synthetic adhesives generate strong
attachment only under the right conditions: Surfaces must be clean, smooth,
flat or dry for most adhesives. Many
animals, however, can use suction or
glue-like adhesion under a much broader
range of conditions.

Known and hypothesised biological suction sealing mechanisms. (a) Synthetic suction
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cup on ideal surface; (b) Suction failure due to leaks on rough surface; (c) – (f) Real
and hypothetical strategies used by animals to prevent leakages when suctioning
onto rough surfaces, including (c) mucus secretions, (d) mucus and micro-fibrils, (e)
micro-fibrils making direct contact with the surface, (f) highly flexible membrane
that moulds to the surface topography.

In this project, we are investigating
invertebrates that attach with extreme
strength to surfaces that are rough, wet,
or covered by biofilm, in order to
understand the biomechanical principles underlying adhesion and locomotion in non-ideal conditions. Study
organisms include limpets, net-winged
midge larvae, and diving beetles. Using
these organisms, we are exploring how
adhesion is generated and maintained
on surfaces of varying properties, and
the role of adhesive mucus in attachment seal formation and glue-like
bonding. Insights from this project can
potentially inspire attachment technologies that can adhere under diverse
conditions.

ESR 9: MACIEJ K. CHUDAK
project:
The physics of adhesion to
wet and icy surfaces
Conventional adhesive labels hardly
stick on wet or icy surfaces. Example
applications include blood bags and cold
or frozen goods removed from a
refrigerator. This is mainly because of
two reasons. a) the presence of water
reduces the Van der Waals interaction
between the adhesive and the target
surface by approximately a factor of 10
and b) water is effectively incompressible and prevents the surfaces to get in
contact with each other.
Existing commercial strategies for
applying adhesive labels on moist
targets focus on the removal of the
water by means of porous layers or by
means of hydrophilic, water-soluble
additives that absorb the water. Due to
the complexity of the problem, no
quantitative physical models for
optimizing adhesion to wet and icy surfaces have been developed, yet, and
detailed understanding of the microscopic processes and underlying mechanisms remains elusive. For this reason,
we are conducting a systematic study
based on a combination of experiments,
numerical simulations and collaboration
with the consortium partners that represent a comprehensive set of complementary expertise. We are using reflective interference contrast microscopy
(RICM), surface plasmon resonance

imaging and finite
element method to
study the dewetting
mechanism of
removing liquids
from the interface of
t w o s o l i d s c o m- RICM
pressed in an initially wet contact.

ESR 10: DIMITRIS MINTIS
project:
Molecular modelling and
simulation of polymers
and polypeptides with
con-trollable and adaptive
adhesion properties in wet environments
Our main focus is to develop and apply
molecular modelling and simulation on
biomolecular systems. Currently a study
which involved atomistic molecular
simulation and modelling on various
Polyelectrolytes, both Polyanions and
Polycations, in aqueous solution has been
carried out. Polyanions, such as poly(Lglutamic acid), poly(L-aspartic acid) and
Polycations such as linear poly(ethylene
imine) and poly(N,N dimethylaminoethyl
methacrylate) have been examined
individually in an aqueous solution at
different pro-tonation states (pH conditions). The Figure illustrates the structural conformation of linear poly(ethylene imine) where at low pH (acidic
conditions), see figure A, the conformation of the polycation is elongated while
at high pH (basic conditions), see figure B,
is highly coiled.
The great expectation is to model
Polyelectrolyte Complexes, which is
currently on-going work, between
oppositely charged Polyelectrolytes in
aqueous solution and therefore examine
morphology transitions as well as
properties related to phase transition.
Under specific conditions, the mixing of
Polyelectrolyte Complexes can result in
phase separation (liquid-liquid phase
separation) known as complex coacervation. The impact of complex
coacervation can be found by applications in various fields, such as in processed food, cosmetics and in pharmaceutical and food industries as microencapsulates for drugs and flavours.1,2,3
Molecular simulation tools which have
been used consist of:
Molecular Dynamics (MD)
Monte Carlo (MC)

A

B

Structural transition of poly(ethylene imine) at different protonation states, A) basic
conditions, B) acidic conditions, in aqueous solution

1 S. R. Bhatia, S. F. Khattak and S. C. Roberts, Curr. Opin. Colloid Interface Sci., 2005, 10,
45–51.
2 B. Philipp, H. Dautzenberg, K. J. Linow, J. Kotz and W. Dawydoff, Prog. Polym. Sci., 1989,
14, 91–172.
3 C. Schmitt, C. Sanchez, S. Desobry-Banon and J. Hardy, Crit. Rev. Food Sci. Nutr., 1998,
38, 689–753

ESR 11: AURÉLIE FÉAT
project:
Advanced adhesion paints.
Inspired by nature, this
BioSmart Trainee project aims to study
slippery paints to insects as a simple,
efficient and an environmental friendly
way to avoid their presence in buildings.
Insects, beyond damaging agricultural
crops, are also detrimental to buildings
and they can be a threat to human health
by transmitting diseases. As an example,
termites destroy timber in human homes,
building materials or other commercial
products; and can cause serious damages
before being detected. Insect pests are still
mainly controlled by insecticides, but
these
chemicals can cause serious
environmental and health problems to
humans and pets. Research on insect
adhesion to plants suggests that slippery
dual-scaled rough surfaces may provide an
alternative, purely mechanical way to
control insects. Insect anti-adhesion can
be created by proper
use of paint ingredients
- such as pigments which generate valleys
and peaks on a surface,
which might be used by
insect attachment
Ant drinking nectar from the
structures as grips to peristome
of a N. rafflesiana
pitcher
climb.
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Second Training School
at Leibniz-Institut für Polymerforschung Dresden e. V. (IPF)
13:00 – 15:00

Presentation of 4 research projects by ESRs
(Maciej, Dimitris, Victor, Francisco)
Break / Discussions
Session IV : Training elements: scientific (Fellows)
16:00 – 18:00 Training in AFM CP technique (short course
given by PhD students from IPF, Fellows
will be divided in 2 groups)

© Sylvio Dittrich DML BY

AGENDA
21st March: INTERACTIVE MATERIALS: NEW CHEMISTRY
AND POLYMERS ON SURFACES AND INTERFACES
Session I : Materials Design
09:00 – 09:30 Welcome and update/state-of-the art of
BioSmartTrainee (A. Fery, A. Synytska)
09:30 – 10:10 Nanostructured responsive and adaptive
surfaces based on polymer brushes
(H.-A. Klok)
10:10 – 10:50 Polyelectrolytes towards interface
modification (M. Kamperman)
Break
11:10 – 12:10 Presentation of 2 research projects by
ESRs (Marjolein/Claudia, Marco)
Lunch
Session II : Bio- and Bio-inspired Adhesion
13:20 – 14:00 Dynamic bio-interfaces (A. del Campo)
14:00 – 14:40 Bio-inspired design of polymeric materials
– “springtails” (C. Werner)
14:40 – 15:20 Mussel-inspired wet adhesives
(P. Messersmith)
15:20 – 16:20 Presentation of 2 research projects by
ESRs (Vaishali, Mehdi)
Break / Discussions
19:30
Dinner
22nd March: MULTI-SCALE MECHANICS PROBLEMS AND
ADHESION MECHANISMS
Session III : Adhesive mechanisms and dynamics and
flow at interfaces
09:00 – 09:40 Biomechanics of animal adhesion in wet
environments (W. Federle)
09:40 – 10:20 Fluid mechanical aspects of adhesion on
wet surfaces (A. Darhuber)
Break
10:40 – 11:20 Theory of polymers at interfaces under
equilibrium and non-equilibrium
conditions (J.-U. Sommer/H. Merlitz)
11:20 – 12:00 Mechanics in soft materials, CP (A. Fery)
Lunch

Parallel Session: Administrative aspects
16:00 – 18:00 BioSmartTrainee administrative aspects
(S. Martinka)
19:30 Sightseeing
23rd March: ADVANCED ADHESIVES AND INDUSTRIAL
MATERIALS DESIGN
Session V : Industrial Materials Design
09:00 – 09:40 Industrial design and technological
applications (M. Gerst)
09:40 – 10:20 Adhesion control in Decorative Paints
(P. Taylor)
Break
10:40 – 11:20 Adhesion challenges in dressings
(S. Auguste)
11:20 – 12:50 Presentation of 3 research projects by ESRs
(Justine, Aurélie, Maria)
Lunch
Session VI : Training elements
13:50 – 16:30 Writing of manuscripts (C. Creton)
19:00 Semperopera
24th March: TRAINING ELEMENTS
9:00 – 10:20
Making a good presentation – Part 1.
(S. Scheinert)
Break
10:40 – 12:50 Making a good presentation – Part 2.
(S. Scheinert)
Lunch
13:50 – 15:30 Patenting and Licensing (M. Knöbel)
15:30 – 16:00 Concluding remarks
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